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Develop decision support information, tools and strategies to help member

governments match solutions to local situations; provide data on

transportation patterns (commute and non-commute trips) regionally and

locally; support older adults in their communities; enhance Urban Centers

and TODs; and develop “what if” tools to estimate traffic impacts, GHG

emission, and VMT 

RPO, TPO N ongoing Whitmore/Cook

Develop, promote and/or sponsor seminars, technical workshops,

roundtable discussions, events, study sessions, and idea exchanges

RPO N ongoing Whitmore/Aldretti

Continue facilitating Metro Vision Implementation Steering Group including 

its assessments of progress achieving regional goals 

RPO, Aging, TPO N ongoing Whitmore

Sanchez-Warren/Calvert

Administer and provide support for Station Area Master Plans/Urban Center 

planning activities; select next round of studies RPO N ongoing/13-Aug Calvert

Develop and maintain strategic alliances to support Metro Vision 

Implementation

RPO N ongoing Whitmore

Provide presentations on the demographic shift and the impacts of an aging 

population

Aging, RPO N ongoing Sanchez-Warren,/Jerrett

Continue participating on Regional Air Quality Council to reduce 

transportation and land use impacts on air quality

Executive Office N ongoing Schaufele

Continue pariticipating in Denver Union Station Project Authority to ensure 

DUS is developed as a multimodal transportation hub

Executive, TPO N ongoing Schaufele

Conduct FasTracks Annual Review and approve FasTracks Review and 

Determination Report

TPO Y 14-Jun Cook

Prepare amendments to the 2012-2017 TIP TPO Y ongoing Cook

Prepare annual list of federally obligated projects TPO N 14-Jan Cook

Prepare annual project delays report TPO Y 14-Jan Cook

Conduct processes to select FY 2014/2015 projects for TDM and ITS pools 

and FTA 5310 programs

TPO N 13-Aug-Sept Cook/MacKinnon

Finalize Boomer Bond Community Assessment Tool; develop toolkit of best 

practices; develop initial framework for voluntary recognition process; 

identify near- and long-term program exectuition and maintenance 

strategies

Aging, RPO N 13-Nov

Primary ContactVote?DivisionActivity

Est. Vote / 

Completion Date

Metro Vision 2035 Implementation

Local governments and the private sector are the real implementers of Metro Vision. DRCOG’s role is to convene and facilitate, develop strategic

alliances, provide credible information, facilitate informed dialogue and information sharing, and foster synergy, creating a community of

communities. The common thread of all implementation activities will be to foster healthy communities where people of all ages, incomes and abilities

can live, work and play.
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Est. Vote / 

Completion Date

Work with other COGs and MPOs throughout the US  to identify grant 

opportunities, best practices and advocate for appropriate federal policies 

and legislation benefitting the DRCOG region

Executive N ongoing Schaufele

Identify best practices to assist member governments and special districts 

in creating sustainable, affordable urban centers through mutually beneficial 

and cooperative land use and economic development regulations and 

guidelines

RPO N ongoing Whitmore

Continue work on three MV Implementation Steering Group projects 

approved by Board:  study of construction defects legislation, transportation 

station, and coordinated land use and economic development

RPO N Sep-13 Whitmore

Provide support to TMAs and TMOs already working on strategies to 

address transit-related last mile challenges; hold educational event on this 

topic

RPO/CAM N ongoing/13-Nov Whitmore/Erickson

Metro Vision 2035 Implementation continued
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Completion Date

Congestion mitigation program: maintain required data acquisition, 

analysis, monitoring, and reporting components of the congestion 

management process

TPO N ongoing Cook

Way to Go regional TDM program: continue providing centralized region-

wide commuter/employer services including managing the vanpool 

program contractor, improving web-based ride-matching services, and 

managing a cost-effective program of advertising

CAM N ongoing Erickson

Regional TDM partnership: foster and strengthen partnerships with 

TMAs/TMOs and other TDM service providers, including providing TDM 

information and tools for commuters, employers, and schools

Executive/CAM Y ongoing Erickson

Continue building brand awareness and perception of new regional TDM 

brand, Way to Go

CAM N ongoing Erickson

Signal program: update signal timing; facilitate implementation of traffic 

signal system improvements

TPO N ongoing MacKinnon

Update Traffic Signal Systems Implementation Plan TPO Y 13-Oct MacKinnon
Adopt the FY 2014-2015 UPWP TPO, RPO Y 13-Jul Cook

Amend the 2014-2015 UPWP TPO, RPO Y 14-Jan Cook

Monitor and participate as appropriate in the I-70 Coalition's regular 

meetings

Executive N ongoing Schaufele/Mauro

The region will find it increasingly challenging to implement additional capacity. Accordingly, the region must operate the infrastructure it has as 

safely, efficiently and effectively as it can; in other words, make what exists work better.

Making the Transportation System Work Better
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2013 cycle 1 - 13-Aug

2013 cycle 2 - 14-Feb

Assist with Land Use Leadership Alliance Workshops on best practices with 

land use and water efficiency

RPO N 13-Dec Whitmore

Review and analyze CWCB data in order to inform regional dialogue

regarding water conservation and land use, and identify a numeric target

or benchmark for Metro Vision incorporation

RPO Y 13-Aug Whitmore

Metro Vision 2035 Refinement

DRCOG strives to continually improve and update its regional plans by assessing these plans twice annually. The plan assessment process includes a review

of plan implementation efforts and consideration of proposed plan amendments, including potential impacts on air quality. 

Administer amendments to both Metro Vision and the RTP including air 

quality conformity determinations. Incorporate RAMP projects into 2035 

RPO, TPO Y Cook/Calvert
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Expand faith-based project, per pilot project AAA N 14-Jun Hartog

Implement Community Care Transitions Program demonstration project AAA N 13-Jul Sanchez-Warren

Conduct region-wide support meetings with information and assistance 

workers

AAA N Bi-annually Roberts

Continue participating in cross-functional activities to improve internal 

coordination to better address senior issues across DRCOG program areas

AAA N ongoing Sanchez-Warren/Hartog

Implement the DRCOG Case Management Program AAA N 13-Jul Sanchez-Warren

Carry out the required activities of the Aging and Disability Resource 

Center

AAA N ongoing Hartog

Carry out contracted responsibilities of the older refugee program AAA N ongoing McCroskey/Hartog
Implement next steps of AAA transportation study AAA N 14-Jun Sanchez-Warren

Outreach to County Councils on Aging to improve communication, 

promote regional cooperation, and advocacy

AAA N ongoing Sanchez-Warren/Hartog

Conduct a Strenghts and Needs Assessment and develop the regional Area 

Plan on Aging

AAA Y 14-Jun Sanchez-Warren

Work with the State Unit on Aging and the Colorado Veterans 

Administration to provide Veterans Directed Home and Community Based 

Services in the region 

AAA N 14-Dec Sanchez-Warren

Carry out activities of Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program AAA N ongoing Gimbel

Continue work on Governor's Community Living Advisory Group to 

determine future delivery of health care services

AAA N 14-Dec Sanchez-Warren

Supporting Healthy Aging

DRCOG serves as the region’s Area Agency on Aging (AAA). The AAA is charged with planning and coordinating a continuum of services for older adults 
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Build and calibrate the DynusT model to evaluate the effects of small-scale 

highway projects, and obtain more accurate effects of larger-scale 

projects

RPO/TPO/Admin N 13-Oct Ramming

Facilitate regional collaboration on key data products through the 

Regional Data Consortium

Admin N ongoing Summers

Complete the 2014 round of the Denver Regional Aerial Photography 

Project

Admin N 14-Dec Summers

Continue to refine and deploy new FOCUS travel model RPO N ongoing Ramming

Develop next generation land use model RPO N ongoing Jerrett

Admin, RPO, TPO,

Aging
Maintain operational status of FIRE program RPO N ongoing Whitmore/Walker

Continue exploring and promoting shared-service opportunities with 

member governments

RPO N ongoing Whitmore

Planning Support Systems

Activities in this area provide data, modeling, mapping and technology through applications such as the Regional Data Catalog, Urban Sim and the Focus 

model. These applications as well as shared services maximize effectiveness of all regional planning participants (member governments, CDOT, RTD, and 

many other business partners).

Facilitate data development and integration across programs that help 

core business drive IT structure (i.e. new regional datasets and 

N ongoing Summers
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Lead regional collaboration activities for Sustainable Communities 

Initiative (SCI) and coordinate with Metro Vision 2040 activities

RPO, TPO, Aging

N

ongoing Whitmore/Aldretti

Conduct research and analysis for 2040 plan and Sustainable Communities 

Initiative
RPO, TPO, Aging N 14-Jul Whitmore/Calvert/Aldretti

Develop a stakeholder engagement plan for Metro Vision 2040 that 

ensures appropriate level of stakeholder participation as identified by 

Board 

RPO, TPO,CAM N 13-Jul Whitmore/Calvert

Conduct stakeholder engagement activities for Metro Vision 2040, 

including outreach to the public, member governments and key regional 

planning partners that can assist with plan development and 

implementation

RPO, TPO, CAM N ongoing Whitmore/Calvert

Scenario Planning & Analysis:  Coordinate stakeholder input, conduct 

model runs, evaluate results, and share results with Board and 

committees

RPO, TPO Y 13-Sep Cook/Calvert

Develop plan implementation strategies to eliminate "gaps" in Metro 

Vision particularly relative to access to housing choices and economic 

opportunity

RPO N ongoing Calvert/Whitmore

Continue working with local economic development corporations, 

chambers and other members of the business community to better 

understand their needs and to help promote consistency between 

regional transportation, land use and economic development.

Executive/RPO N 14-May Whitmore

Assist member governments as the region prepares for changing 

demographics (e.g., becoming more diverse, older, and changing 

preferences of the younger population

RPO/TPO N ongoing Calvert/Jerrett

More than twenty years have passed since DRCOG adopted the original Metro Vision Guiding Vision statement. The development of a 2040 plan provides 

an opportunity to reinvigorate participation and recruit partners throughout the metro area who will work together with DRCOG to develop and implement 

a shared vision of the future.

Metro Vision 2040 Development

Identify and develop appropriate engagement and decision support tools 

to ensure meaningful participation in the planning process

RPO/CAM N ongoing Whitmore/Calvert

Define expected transportation revenues for Fiscally Constrained 2040 

RTP in conjunction with CDOT Program Distribution Process, and define 

transportation  system preservation funding needs/trade-off analysis

TPO Y ongoing & 13-Sept Cook
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Define 2040 "vision" and fiscally constrained roadway and rapid transit 

improvements.  Begin air quality modelling.
TPO Y ongoing & 13-Apr Cook
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Continue efforts to inform and update Board Members and member

governments about regional challenges and effects

Executive N ongoing Schaufele/Cronenberger

Foster knowledge among Board Members about State and Federal 

legislative matters. Assist them with advocacy efforts.

Executive N ongoing Cronenberger

Hold awards event CAM N 14-Apr Erickson
Organize and promote Bike to Work Day CAM N 13-Jun Erickson

Continue providing information on the benefits of DRCOG (the 

organization’s value, its functions, its responsibilities, etc.) so that Board 

members and alternates, and key regional opinion leaders stay engaged 

and collaborate productively

CAM/Executive N ongoing Erickson/Cronenberger

Offer Short Courses Executive N 14-Jan to 14-May All Sr. Staff
Produce advocacy materials about the effects of sequestration on 

programs serving elderly and educate on the impacts of cuts on AAA 

services

Exec/AAA/CAM N 13-Dec Sanchez-Warren/ 

Cronenberger/Erickson

Develop and regularly update informational products including the 

Regional Economic Report, Community Profiles and other data analysis 

products

RPO/TPO/CAM N ongoing Calvert/Jerrett/Erickson

Publicize advocacy efforts and regional issues with the press, editorial 

boards and others

CAM N Ongoing Erickson

Update DRCOG’s websites, improving usability and engagement CAM N 13-Dec Erickson
Implement a comprehensive new media/social media plan CAM N ongoing Erickson

Inform Congressional delegation with “alerts” as needed reqarding effects 

of sequestration and the Reauthorization of the Older Americans Act

Executive Y 13-Dec Schaufele/Erickson

Coordinate with nation’s AAAs on reauthorization of the Older Americans 

Act in Congress

Executive N ongoing Schaufele/Erickson

Cronenberger/Mauro/

Sanchez-Warren

Communications and Outreach

DRCOG staff implement a wide range of programs and activities that help DRCOG Board members and alternates; member government elected officials and 

staff; members of the public and media understand the work of the organization.

State/Federal Legislative Agenda

The DRCOG Board adopts Federal and State legislative policy statements annually. The Board also takes positions on specific State and Federal legislation.

Monitor and advocate for legislative and regulatory issues pertaining to

Aging programs, transportation infrastructure, and other DRCOG priorities

Executive N ongoing
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Set up visits with Congressional delegation Executive N 14-May Cronenberger
Update State and Federal Policy Statements/Guidelines Executive N 14-Feb Mauro

Monitor MAP-21 rulemaking and provide input as appropriate TPO N 14-Jun Cook

Support delegation visits Executive N ongoing Garcia/Schaufele

Baghdad-Denver Region Partnership

DRCOG is involved in a unique international partnership with the Province of Baghdad. It is a program of Sister Cities International.


